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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

Vimitex is a highly competitive, catering equipment manufacturer. Since 1973 we have been
designing and producing commercial kitchen appliances in our factory in Greece.
Being a true customer-oriented company, we are committed to satisfying our customers’ needs
through extensive research based on the feedback we have collected throughout the years.
Vimitex gas grills are certainly our best-designed and technically advanced appliances, as they are
the first machines produced with our brand in 1973. Since then, we have been steadily trying to built
a range of great performance that is very easy to clean at the same time. We consider chargrills an
integral part of a restaurant kitchen which should be tailored to meet the demands for power,
energy efficiency, high performance and ease of use.
The series we present to you comes with a variety of surfaces for different ways of cooking, while we
have carefully selected advanced technology gas control components, extremely powerful burners
and durable materials that guarantee safety, functionality and robustness in an aesthetically pleasing
design.

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751

Technical Data

A countertop gas vapour grill with 1 powerful burner,
oﬀering rapid heat up, great performance and speed.
Suitable for low-volume grill houses, snack bars, ﬁsh
taverns, and family restaurants.
Ideal for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and vegetables. The
optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts (steaks,
burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The burner is designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
Equipped with a well protected pilot ﬂame safety
system placed at the front part of the machine for
easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill that oﬀers
simple operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Burner: Iron, 1x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 1

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Single burner countertop steam
grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

12.6 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

400x700x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Water evaporation delay system
Cooking area dimensions: 340x510mm

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 340x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel grate 340x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751V

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 1x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 1

A countertop gas lava stone grill with 1 powerful
burner, oﬀering fast pre-heating, superior grilling
performance and speed. It is ideal for lean meats like
poultry without skin, beef steaks and skewers but
also seafood, ﬁsh and vegetables.
Lava rocks add a smoky ﬂavour to food but they are
a healthier alternative to charcoal.
This model is suitable for small restaurants, snack
bars and ﬁsh taverns that put a premium to quality
and taste. It is also many chefs’ favourite auxiliary
grill, used mainly for beef ﬁllets.
The burner is carefully designed to heat up the lava
stones which radiate heat for a long time, providing
great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, well-built appliance that is very easy to
clean and maintain for a long time.

Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Single burner countertop lava
stone / charcoal grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

10.6 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

400x700x300(430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Lava rock bag: 7kg
Cooking area dimensions: 340x510mm

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 340x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel grate 340x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751 MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 1x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers

A freestanding gas grill with 1 very powerful burner
oﬀering rapid heat up, great performance and speed.
Suitable for low-volume grill houses, snack bars, ﬁsh
taverns, and family restaurants. It is provided with an
bottom cabinet for extra storage and convenience.
Ideal for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and vegetables. The
optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts (steaks,
burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The burner is designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill that oﬀers
simple operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 1
Water evaporation delay system
Cooking area dimensions: 340x510mm

Product family

Gas Griddle

Interchangable cooking surface

Type

Single burner freestanding steam grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

12.6 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

400x700x850 (980) mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel bars

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 340x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel grate 340x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751V MD

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 1x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 1
Water evaporation delay system

A freestanding gas lava stone grill with 1 powerful
burner oﬀering fast pre-heating, superior grilling
performance and speed.
It is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin,
beef steaks and skewers but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables.
Lava rocks add a smoky ﬂavour to food but they are
a healthier alternative to charcoal.
This model is provided with a bottom storage
compartment and is suitable for small restaurants,
snack bars and ﬁsh taverns that put a premium to
quality and taste. It is also many chefs’ favourite
auxiliary grill, used mainly for beef ﬁllets.
The burner is carefully designed to heat up the lava
stones which radiate heat for a long time, providing
great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, well-built gas grill that is very easy to clean
and to maintain for a long time.

Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket
Lava rock bag: 7kg

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Single burner freestanding
lava stone / charcoal grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

10.6 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

400x700x850(980) mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel bars

Cooking area dimensions: 340x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 340x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 340x510mm
Stainless steel grate 340x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve

Our best-selling double burner gas grill is suitable for
busy restaurants, grill houses, snack bars, ﬁsh
taverns, and so on.
Well established in the market, this model is favoured
by professionals as it combines high performance,
compact size, the option of seven interchangeable
grates and a very competitive price in one design.
Ideal for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and vegetables. The
optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts (steaks,
burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The burners are designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill that oﬀers
simple operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 2
Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner countertop steam grill

Power

25.2 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

800x700x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Water evaporation delay system
Cooking area dimensions: 740x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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2 Level Design

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752 2L

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

This double burner gas grill is suitable for busy
restaurants, grill houses and snack bars that specialise
in serving a wide selection of grilled meat skewers
(souvlaki).
Well established in the market, this model is favoured
by professionals as it combines high performance,
compact size, the option of seven interchangeable
grates and a very competitive price in one design.
It is also perfect for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and
vegetables. The optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts
(steaks, burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The burners are designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas is
regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure total
temperature control on the grate for energy-saving and
low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill that oﬀers simple
operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Removable water tray: 2
Water evaporation delay system

Product family

Gas Griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 740x510mm

Type

Double burner countertop steam grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

25.2 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

800x700x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752V

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 2x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot ﬂame

This double burner, countertop, gas lava stone grill is
an irreplaceable appliance in any restaurant, hotel,
ﬁsh tavern or steakhouse where quality and taste is
clearly the operator’s focus.
It features 2 powerful burners that oﬀer fast preheating, superior grilling performance and speed. It
is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin, beef
steaks and skewers but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables. Lava rocks add a smoky ﬂavour to grilling
but they are a healthier alternative to charcoal.
The burners are carefully designed to heat up the
lava stones which radiate heat for a long time,
providing great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, well-built gas grill that is very easy to clean
and to maintain for a long time.

Removable water tray: 2
Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner countertop
lava stone / charcoal grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

21.2 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

800x700x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Lava rock bag: 2x7kg
Cooking area dimensions: 740x510mm

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752 MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

A freestanding double burner gas grill suitable for
busy restaurants, grill houses, snack bars, ﬁsh
taverns, and so on. It is provided with a large cabinet
for extra storage and convenience.
Well established in the market, this model is
favoured by professionals as it combines high
performance, compact size, the option of seven
interchangeable grates and a very competitive price
in one design.
Ideal for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and vegetables. The
optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts (steaks,
burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The burners are designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill that oﬀers
simple operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Removable water tray: 2
Water evaporation delay system

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner freestanding
gas steam grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

25.2 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

800x700x850/980 mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Cooking area dimensions: 740x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752V MD

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 2x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 2
Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket
Lava rock bag: 2x7kg

This double freestanding gas lava stone grill is an
irreplaceable appliance in any restaurant, hotel, ﬁsh
tavern or steakhouse where quality and taste is
clearly the operator’s focus.
It features 2 powerful burners that oﬀer fast preheating, superior grilling performance and speed and
is provided with a bottom storage compartment for
greater convenience.
It is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin,
beef steaks and skewers but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables. Lava rocks add a smoky, ﬂavour to
grilling but they are a healthier alternative to
charcoal.
The burners are carefully designed to heat up the
lava stones which radiate heat for a long time,
providing great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, well-built gas grill that is very easy to clean
and to maintain for a long time.

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner freestanding lava
stone / charcoal grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

21.2 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

800x700x850/980 mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Cooking area dimensions: 740x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

753

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 3x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

This countertop gas grill has proven a most reliable
appliance among professional chefs for four
decades. It can eﬃciently handle the volume
demands of busy restaurants, grill houses, snack
bars, ﬁsh taverns, and so on.
The 3 high eﬃciency burners are designed to spread
the heat evenly across the entire grilling surface and
the ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A series of seven interchangeable griddles oﬀers
great cooking versatility for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and
vegetables. For fatty cuts (steaks, burgers, ribs and
sausages) we propose the “V” grate while for even
fattier pieces the “S” grate.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Removable water tray: 3
Water evaporation delay system

Product family

Gas Griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 1110x510mm

Type

3 burner countertop steam grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

37.8 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

1200x700x300(430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

753V

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 3x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 3
Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket

This heavy-duty countertop gas lava stone grill is the
only machine that can handle the high culinary
demands of busy restaurants, hotels, ﬁsh taverns or
steakhouses dedicated to oﬀer top quality grilled
meats and ﬁsh in their menu.
It features 3 powerful burners that oﬀer fast preheating, superior grilling performance and speed. It
is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin, beef
steaks and skewers but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables. Lava rocks add a smoky ﬂavour to food
but they are a healthier alternative to charcoal.
The burners are carefully designed to heat up the
lava stones which radiate heat for a long time,
providing great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials that is
very easy to clean and maintain for a long time.
Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

3 burner countertop lava stone /
charcoal grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

31.8 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

1200x700x300(430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Lava rock bag: 3x7kg
Cooking area dimensions: 1110x510mm

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

753 MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 3x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 3
Water evaporation delay system

This freestanding gas grill has proven to be a most
reliable appliance that has served the needs of
professional chefs for four decades. It can eﬃciently
handle the volume demands of busy restaurants, grill
houses, snack bars, ﬁsh taverns, and so on. It is
provided with a large base cabinet for extra storage
and convenience.
The 3 high eﬃciency burners are designed to spread
the heat evenly across the entire grilling surface and
the ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A series of seven interchangeable griddles oﬀers
great cooking versatility for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and
vegetables. For fatty cuts (steaks, burgers, ribs and
sausages) we propose the “V” grate while for even
fattier pieces the “S” grate.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

3 burner freestanding steam
grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

37.8 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

1200x700x850/980 mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Cooking area dimensions: 1110x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

753V MD

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 3x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 2
Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket
Lava rock bag: 3x7kg

This heavy-duty freestanding gas lava stone grill is
the only machine that can handle the high culinary
demands of busy restaurants, hotels, ﬁsh taverns or
steakhouses dedicated to oﬀer top quality grilled
meats and ﬁsh in their menu.
It features 3 powerful burners that oﬀer fast preheating, superior grilling performance and speed
and is provided with a large bottom storage
compartment for greater convenience.
It is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin,
beef steaks and skewers but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables. Lava rocks add a smoky, ﬂavour to
grilling but they are a much healthier alternative to
charcoal.
The burners are carefully designed to heat up the
lava stones which radiate heat for a long time,
providing great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials that is
very easy to clean and maintain for a long time.
Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

3 burner freestanding lava
stone / charcoal grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

31.8 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

1200x700x850/980 mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Cooking area dimensions: 11110x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

754

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 4x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

This model is the largest of the Vimitex grilling line
and has been steadily produced for many years. It is
designed to meet the rigorous demands of
professionals in all kinds of high volume commercial
kitchens.
The 4 high eﬃciency burners are designed to spread
the heat evenly across the entire grilling surface and
the ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A series of interchangeable griddles oﬀers great
cooking versatility for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and
vegetables. For fatty cuts (steaks, burgers, ribs and
sausages) we propose the “V” grate while for even
fattier pieces the “S” grate.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Removable water tray: 4
Water evaporation delay system

Product family

Gas Griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 1480x510mm

Type

4 burner countertop steam grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

50.4 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

1600x700x300(430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

754V

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 4x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot light
Removable water tray: 4
Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket

This is the largest countertop gas lava stone grill in
our line and the only machine that can fulﬁl the
special culinary demands of high-volume
restaurants, hotels, ﬁsh taverns or steakhouses
dedicated to oﬀer top quality grilled meat and ﬁsh in
their menu.
It features 4 powerful burners that oﬀer fast preheating, superior grilling performance and speed. It
is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin, beef
steaks and skewers and but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables. Lava rocks add a smoky ﬂavour to grilling
but they are a healthier alternative to charcoal.
The burners are carefully designed to heat up the
lava stones which radiate heat for a long time,
providing great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials that is
very easy to clean and maintain for a long time.

Lava rock bag: 4x7kg

Product family

Gas Griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 1480x510mm

Type

4 burner lava stone/charcoal grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

42.4 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

1600x700x300(430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

754 MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 4x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot light
Removable water tray: 4

This model is the largest of the Vimitex grilling line
and has been steadily produced for many years. It is
designed to meet the rigorous demands of
professionals in all kinds of high volume commercial
kitchens. It is provided with a large bottom cabinet
for extra storage and convenience.
The 4 high eﬃciency burners are designed to spread
the heat evenly across the entire grilling surface and
the ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A series of interchangeable griddles oﬀers great
cooking versatility for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and
vegetables. For fatty cuts (steaks, burgers, ribs and
sausages) we propose the “V” grate while for even
fattier pieces the “S” grate.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Water evaporation delay system
Cooking area dimensions: 1480x510mm

Product family Gas Griddle with Water / Steam System

Interchangable cooking surface

Type

4 burners

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

50.4 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

1600x700x850/980 mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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Lava stone grill

TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

754V MD

Technical Data
Burner: Stainless steel, 4x10.6kW
Replaceable burner ﬂame diﬀuser
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: Pilot light
Removable water tray: 4
Water evaporation delay system
Removable high temperature stainless steel lava rock
basket
Lava rock bag: 4x7kg

This is the largest countertop gas lava stone grill in
our line and the only machine that can fulﬁll the
special culinary demands of high-volume restaurants
busy restaurants, hotels, ﬁsh taverns or steakhouses
dedicated to oﬀer top quality grilled meat and ﬁsh in
their menu.
It features 4 powerful burners that oﬀer fast preheating, superior grilling performance and speed and
is provided with a large bottom storage
compartment for greater convenience.
It is ideal for lean meats like poultry without skin,
beef steaks, and skewers but also seafood, ﬁsh and
vegetables. Lava rocks add a smoky ﬂavour to grilling
but they are a healthier alternative to charcoal.
The burners are carefully designed to heat up the
lava stones which radiate heat for a long time,
providing great performance and economy.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A sturdy, high performance gas grill, hand-built in our
factory with premium quality materials that is very
easy to clean and maintain for a long time.
Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

4 burner freestanding lava stone/
charcoal grill

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

42.4 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

1600x700x850/980 mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Open/closed base cabinet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Cooking area dimensions: 1480x510mm
Interchangable cooking surface

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751K

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 1x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve

A countertop gas grill with 1 very powerful burner
oﬀering rapid heat up, great performance and
speed.
It conveniently ﬁts on narrow worktops of small grill
houses, snack bars, ﬁsh taverns and low volume
family restaurants.
Ideal for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and vegetables. The
optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts (steaks,
burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The burner is designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance appliance that oﬀers
simple operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Removable water tray: 1
Water evaporation delay system

Product family

Gas Griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 370x510mm

Type

Single burner steam grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

12.6 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

580x460x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752K

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x12.6kW
Removable protective burner covers
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

This double countertop gas grill is recommended for
narrow worktops of medium to high-volume
steakhouses, snack bars, ﬁsh taverns and restaurants
and is favoured by professionals because it combines
high performance, compact size, the option of seven
interchangeable grates and a very competitive price
in one design.
The 2 powerful burners are designed to spread the
heat evenly across the entire cooking surface oﬀering
rapid heat up, great performance and speed.
Ideal for all kinds of meat, ﬁsh and vegetables. The
optional V-grate is perfect for fatty cuts (steaks,
burgers, ribs and sausages) while the S-grate is
recommended for even fattier pieces.
The ﬂow of gas is regulated by progressive control
knobs to ensure total temperature control on the
grate for energy-saving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill that oﬀers
simple operation and a long, trouble-free life.

Removable water tray: 1
Water evaporation delay system

Product family

Gas Griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 370x1020mm

Type

Double burner steam grill

Interchangable cooking surface

Power

25.2 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

1080x460x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Adjustable feet

Surface

Stainless steel grate

Accessories
Patent removable and reversible cast iron grill bars
(round and ﬂat-shaped) 370x510mm
Cast iron perforated, ribbed grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “V” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “\_/” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel type “S” grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel grate 370x510mm
Stainless steel smooth plate 370x510mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751FT

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 1x8kW

Suitable for low-volume grill houses, snack bars,
hotels, ﬁsh taverns and restaurants, this single
burner, freestanding gas griddle can cook a wide
range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and seafood to eggs
and bacon, pancakes, french toast, vegetables and
anything else that can be grilled or shallow fried.
The smooth plate heats up quickly, eliminates smoke
and ﬂare-ups and is extremely easy to clean with a
damp cloth, spatula or scraper. The stainless steel
surface is less sticky and easier to maintain.
A fat collection drawer drains any fats during cooking,
adding to the ease of operation and cleaning.
The burner is designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed at
the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

Product family

Gas Fry Top

Type

Single burner countertop
gas fry top

Cooking area dimensions: 400x525mm

Power

8 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

400x700x300 (430) mm

Progressive control knobs

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Surface: steel / stainless steel
Fat collection drawer: 1

Adjustable feet
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751FT MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 1x8kW
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

Suitable for low-volume grill houses, snack bars,
hotels, ﬁsh taverns and restaurants, this single
burner, freestanding gas griddle can cook a wide
range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and seafood to eggs
and bacon, pancakes, french toast, vegetables and
anything else that can be grilled or shallow fried. It is
provided with a base cabinet for extra storage and
convenience.
The smooth plate heats up quickly, eliminates smoke
and ﬂare-ups and is extremely easy to clean with a
damp cloth, spatula or scraper. The stainless steel
surface is less sticky and easier to maintain.
A fat collection drawer drains any fats during
cooking, adding to the ease of operation and
cleaning.
The burner is designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Surface: steel / stainless steel
Grease collection drawer: 1
Cooking area dimensions: 400x525mm

Product family

Gas Fry Top

Piezo-electric ignition

Type

Single burner freestanding gas fry top

Progressive control knobs

Power

8 kW

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

400x700x850/980 mm

Open/closed base cabinet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752FT

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x8kW
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

Suitable for low-volume grill houses, snack bars,
hotels, ﬁsh taverns and restaurants, this double
burner, freestanding gas griddle can cook a wide
range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and seafood to eggs
and bacon, pancakes, french toast, vegetables and
anything else that can be grilled or shallow fried.
The smooth plate heats up quickly, eliminates smoke
and ﬂare-ups and is extremely easy to clean with a
damp cloth, spatula or scraper. The stainless steel
surface is less sticky and easier to maintain.
A fat collection drawer drains any fats during
cooking, adding to the ease of operation and
cleaning.
The burners are designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Surface: steel / stainless steel
Grease collection drawer: 1

Product family

Gas Fry Top

Cooking area dimensions: 800x525mm

Type

Double burner countertop gas fry top

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

16 kW

Progressive control knobs

Dimensions

800x700x300(430) mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752FT MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x8kW
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Control device: thermo-magnetic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

Suitable for low-volume grill houses, snack bars,
hotels, ﬁsh taverns and restaurants, this double
burner, freestanding gas griddle can cook a wide
range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and seafood to eggs
and bacon, pancakes, french toast, vegetables and
anything else that can be grilled or shallow fried. It is
provided with a base cabinet for extra storage and
convenience.
The smooth plate heats up quickly, eliminates smoke
and ﬂare-ups and is extremely easy to clean with a
damp cloth, spatula or scraper. The stainless steel
option is less sticky and easier to maintain.
A fat collection drawer drains any fats during
cooking, adding to the ease of operation and
cleaning.
The burners are designed to spread the heat evenly
across the entire cooking surface and the ﬂow of gas
is regulated by progressive control knobs to ensure
total temperature control on the grate for energysaving and low-cost cooking.
A well protected pilot ﬂame safety system is placed
at the front part of the machine for easy access.
A reliable, high performance gas grill, hand-built in
our factory with premium quality materials and
components that oﬀers simple operation and a long,
trouble-free life.

Surface: steel / stainless steel
Grease collection drawer: 1
Cooking area dimensions: 800x525mm

Product family

Gas Fry Top

Piezo-electric ignition

Type

Double burner freestanding gas fry top

Progressive control knobs

Power

16 kW

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

800x700x850 mm

Open/closed base cabinet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751CHR

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 1x8kW
Control device: thermostatic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

Our top-of-the-line, chrome plated griddle, besides
being aesthetically pleasing, delivers amazing
performance so as to satisfy the needs of the most
demanding gourmet chefs. It is suitable for lowvolume grill houses, snack bars, hotels, wine bars
and restaurants that put a premium on high-quality
grilling.
Its distinct feature is the non-porous cooking plate
that doesn’t stick or absorb any odours, oﬀering
maximum grilling versatility as diﬀerent meals can
be easily prepared at the same time.
The chrome mirror-smooth surface heats up faster
but reduces heat transmission to the environment,
eliminates smoke and ﬂare-ups and therefore is the
ideal appliance for small conﬁned spaces or during
warm seasons.
This single burner, countertop chrome plated griddle
can cook a wide range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and
seafood to eggs and bacon, pancakes, french toast,
vegetables and anything else that can be grilled or
shallow fried.
It is extremely easy to gently clean it with a damp
cloth or spatula to avoid damaging the surface.
It is equipped with a well protected pilot ﬂame safety
system at the front part of the machine for easy
access and a thermostatic temperature control for
precision and safety.
A simple yet highly eﬃcient device that ensures ease
of use and superior cooking results.

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Single burner countertop chrome
plated gas griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 400x525mm

Power

8 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

800x700x300(430) mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Cooking surface: hard chrome
Grease collection drawer: 1
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

751CHR MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 1x8kW
Control device: thermostatic valve

Our top-of-the-line, chrome plated griddle, besides
being aesthetically pleasing, delivers amazing
performance so as to satisfy the needs of the most
demanding gourmet chefs. It is suitable for lowvolume grill houses, snack bars, hotels, wine bars
and restaurants that put a premium on high-quality
grilling. This model is provided with a base cabinet
for extra storage and convenience.
Its distinct feature is the non-porous cooking plate
that doesn’t stick or absorb any odours, oﬀering
maximum grilling versatility as diﬀerent meals can
be easily prepared at the same time.
The chrome mirror-smooth surface heats up faster
but reduces heat transmission to the environment,
eliminates smoke and ﬂare-ups and therefore is the
ideal appliance for small conﬁned spaces or during
warm seasons.
This single burner, countertop chrome plated griddle
can cook a wide range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and
seafood to eggs and bacon, pancakes, french toast,
vegetables and anything else that can be grilled or
shallow fried.
It is extremely easy to gently clean it with a damp
cloth or spatula to avoid damaging the surface.
It is equipped with a well protected pilot ﬂame safety
system at the front part of the machine for easy
access and a thermostatic temperature control for
precision and safety.
A simple yet highly eﬃcient device that ensures ease
of use and superior cooking results.

Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Cooking surface: hard chrome

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Single burner freestanding
chrome plated gas griddle

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

8 kW

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

800x700x850/980 mm

Open/closed base cabinet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Grease collection drawer: 1
Cooking area dimensions: 400x525mm
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752CHR

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x8kW
Control device: thermostatic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame

Our top-of-the-line, chrome plated griddle, besides
being aesthetically pleasing, delivers amazing
performance so as to satisfy the needs of the most
demanding gourmet chefs. It is suitable for medium
to high-volume grill houses, snack bars, hotels, wine
bars and restaurants that put a premium on highquality grilling.
Its distinct feature is the non-porous cooking plate
that doesn’t stick or absorb any odours, oﬀering
maximum grilling versatility as diﬀerent meals can
be easily prepared at the same time.
The chrome mirror-smooth surface heats up faster
but reduces heat transmission to the environment,
eliminates smoke and ﬂare-ups and therefore is the
ideal appliance for small conﬁned spaces or during
warm seasons.
This single burner, countertop chrome plated griddle
can cook a wide range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and
seafood to eggs and bacon, pancakes, french toast,
vegetables and anything else that can be grilled or
shallow fried.
It is extremely easy to gently clean it with a damp
cloth or spatula to avoid damaging the surface.
It is equipped with a well protected pilot ﬂame safety
system at the front part of the machine for easy
access and a thermostatic temperature control for
precision and safety.
A simple yet highly eﬃcient device that ensures ease
of use and superior cooking results.

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner countertop
chrome plated gas griddle

Cooking area dimensions: 800x525mm

Power

16 kW

Piezo-electric ignition

Dimensions

800x700x300(430) mm

Adjustable feet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Cooking surface: hard chrome
Grease collection drawer: 1
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TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY

752CHR MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x8kW
Control device: thermostatic valve

Our top-of-the-line, chrome plated griddle, besides
being aesthetically pleasing, delivers amazing
performance so as to satisfy the needs of the most
demanding gourmet chefs. It is suitable for medium
to high-volume grill houses, snack bars, hotels, wine
bars and restaurants that put a premium on highquality grilling. This model is provided with a large
base cabinet for extra storage and convenience.
Its distinct feature is the non-porous cooking plate
that doesn’t stick or absorb any odours, oﬀering
maximum grilling versatility as diﬀerent meals can
be easily prepared at the same time.
The chrome mirror-smooth surface heats up faster
but reduces heat transmission to the environment,
eliminates smoke and ﬂare-ups and therefore is the
ideal appliance for small conﬁned spaces or during
warm seasons.
This single burner, countertop chrome plated griddle
can cook a wide range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and
seafood to eggs and bacon, pancakes, french toast,
vegetables and anything else that can be grilled or
shallow fried.
It is extremely easy to gently clean it with a damp
cloth or spatula to avoid damaging the surface.
It is equipped with a well protected pilot ﬂame safety
system at the front part of the machine for easy
access and a thermostatic temperature control for
precision and safety.
A simple yet highly eﬃcient device that ensures ease
of use and superior cooking results.

Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Cooking surface: hard chrome

Product family

Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner freestanding
chrome plated gas griddle

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

16 kW

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

800x700x850/980 mm

Open/closed base cabinet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Grease collection drawer: 1
Cooking area dimensions: 800x525mm
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752CHR/R MD

Technical Data
Burner: Iron, 2x8kW
Control device: thermostatic valve
Safety control device: pilot ﬂame
Cooking surface: hard chrome (1/2 smooth - 1/2
ribbed)

Our top-of-the-line, chrome plated griddle, besides
being aesthetically pleasing, delivers amazing
performance so as to satisfy the needs of the most
demanding gourmet chefs. It is suitable for medium
to high-volume grill houses, snack bars, hotels, wine
bars and restaurants that put a premium on highquality grilling. This model is provided with a large
base cabinet for extra storage and convenience.
Its distinct feature is the non-porous cooking plate
that doesn’t stick or absorb any odours, oﬀering
maximum grilling versatility as diﬀerent meals can
be easily prepared at the same time.
The chrome mirror-smooth surface heats up faster
but reduces heat transmission to the environment,
eliminates smoke and ﬂare-ups and therefore is the
ideal appliance for small conﬁned spaces or during
warm seasons.
This single burner, countertop chrome plated griddle
can cook a wide range of foods from meat, ﬁsh and
seafood to eggs and bacon, pancakes, french toast,
vegetables and anything else that can be grilled or
shallow fried.
It is extremely easy to gently clean it with a damp
cloth or spatula to avoid damaging the surface.
It is equipped with a well protected pilot ﬂame safety
system at the front part of the machine for easy
access and a thermostatic temperature control for
precision and safety.
A simple yet highly eﬃcient device that ensures ease
of use and superior cooking results.

Product family

Chrome Plated Gas Griddle

Type

Double burner freestanding
chrome plated gas griddle

Piezo-electric ignition

Power

16 kW

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

800x700x850/980 mm

Open/closed base cabinet

Power supply

Gas: LPG, natural gas

Grease collection drawer: 1
Cooking area dimensions: 800x525mm
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PROFESSIONAL CATERING EQUIPMENT
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